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1. Two printed leaves from the Golden
Legend printed by Wynken de Worde.
Westminster, 1493?. One leaf trimmed close
(260x170mm), the other with woodcut
illustration (278x188mm); text in double
column. (#EPL12003)
SOLD

2. ALBRECHT DÜRER (1471-1528). Four incunable leaves with
four half-page woodcut illustrations for the Navis Stultiferra or “Ship
of Fools,” a satire by Sebastian Brandt.[Basel: Johannes Bergman,
Aug. 1, 1497].

The leaves are from Locher’s Latin edition. The blocks used by Locher
are the original ones cut for the first edition of the Narrenschiff (1494).
The woodcuts have some spots otherwise these are excellent and highly
detailed allegorical impressions of medieval life - comical depictions of
foolish and sinful human behavior. Woodcuts including, “Mock speaking
and babbling,” “The fool oppressed with their own folly,” “The extortion
of knights,” and “Foolish cooks and butlers.” Foolish cooks mounted,
the other three tinted in possibly a contemporary hand. (Size: 210 x
150mm.) (#EPL01)
$1,500

3. BIZOT, Pierre (1630-1696). 32 printed
leaves from Pierre Bizot, "Medalische
historie der Republyk van Holland"
Amsterdam: Pieter Mortier, 1690. 33
numismatic engraved plates comprising of
dozens of examples of Dutch emblems and
coins from 1555-1689. Originally
published in 1687, the moralizing symbols
on these medals were applied in a variety
of contexts to Dutch life. Each medal is
fully described and accompanied by an
explanation of the historical details. (Size:
225 x 230mm). (#EPL41)
$100

4. BONAVENTURA -- ANTON KOBERGER (c.
1440-1513). Single incunable leaf from Bonaventura
treatise, “Quaestiones super IV libros Sentiarum Petri
Lombardi" Nuremberg: Anton Koberger, 1491. The
text presents repeated questions “Consequenter
queritur ...” and is organized with article headings. Fol.
xvi only. 64 lines of commentary around text. Double
column of Gothic letter. Paragraph markings in red
and blue ink. Wide margins, a wonderful survival from
a rare Koberger printed Bonaventura, and a beautiful
production. (Size: 415 x 275mm). (#EPL105)
$375

5. CATS, Jacob (1577-1660). Five printed leaves from Jacob Cats, "Proteus Ofte Minne-Beelden Verandert In SinneBeelden" Rotterdam: Pieter van Waesberge, 1627. This edition also has French translations. Including, "Et in
Aequore Flamma est XV, O prodga rerum luxuries! XXXIII", "Amor formae condimentum III," "Nemo dolens patet
libidini L," and "Quod dolet intus habet VII "as the characteristic round engravings. One hole affecting ‘Flamma’
some brittle edges or stains (Size: 225 x 220mm). (#EPL42)
$175

6. CAXTON, William (c. 1415-1492). CAXTON
INCUNABLE LEAF, from Higden (Hanulphus)
(Polychronicon) Cronica Ranulphi Cistrensis Monachi.
Westminster, 1482. [Westminster, after 2 July 1482].
Mounted. (Size: 275 x 205mm). Near Fine.
(#EPL12004)
SOLD

7. CAXTON, William (c. 1415-1492). Single
incunable leaf from the "Golden Legend" of
William Caxton (1483?) with woodcut column
miniature of the Beheading of John the Baptist.
Woodcut: Head of John the Baptist on charger
held by Salome, rubric “Here followeth the
Decollacion of Saynt Johan Baptyst,” in Middle
English. (250x185mm.) (#EPL09)
SOLD

8. DE THUROCZ, Johannes (fl.
1486-1488). Single incunable leaf of
Johannes de Thurocz, "Chronica
Hungarorum" Augsburg: Ratdolt, 1488.
First Edition. Leaf with decorated
initials ‘H,’ ‘P,’ and ‘F.’ Thurocz wrote
this history of Hungary in 1487 and it
was published for the first time the year
of his death in 1488. (Size: 195 x
160mm). (#EPL29)
$225

9. DINCKMUT, Conrad (15c.). Single incunable leaf
of Conrad Dinckmut’s "Seelen Wurzgarten" Ulm,
1483. With hand-colored entwined wiverns forming
initial ‘I’ at incipit. (Size: 245 x 175mm). (#EPL23)
$250

10. DUTCH BIBLE ILLUSTRATIONS. Two full-page hand-colored woodcuts from a 15th-century Dutch Bible. .
Two leaves containing full-page, hand-colored woodcuts of Christ’s "Miracle of the Loaves and Fishes" and Scenes
from the "Life of the Virgin" (Joachim and Anna at Golden Gate, Virgin Mary’s Birth, Annunciation to Joachim
and Joachim’s offerings rejected at the Altar) taken from a Dutch Bible with text on verso, 15th century. (Size: 245 x
180mm, each). (#EPL05)
$800

11. EARLY MODERN GERMAN WOODCUT. Single leaf ‘Folio CCCXCIIII,’ from the "Abscheidt des Reichstag
zu Regensburg Gehalten" with half-page, hand-colored woodcut of scene at Italian court. Mainz, 1541. German type.
(Size: 290 x 200mm). (#EPL17)
$100

12. EARLY MODERN ITALIAN LEAF. Single leaf, "p. 891," from an Italian History Chronicle with woodcuts for
heraldry of Norway. . Monstrous man-eating fish of Norway, and two other scenes of architecture and seafaring. 16th
century. (Size: 300 x 200mm). (#EPL24)
$200

13. GERARD, John (c. 1545-1612). 59 leaves from John
Gerard, "The herball, or Generall historie of plantes" London:
Adam Islip et. al., 1633. First Edition. First edition of this
popular herbal, invaluable to the Renaissance herbalist and
botanist. The numerous in-text woodcut plant (floral and
herbal) portraits are attractive; the English descriptions
introduced newly discovered plants to England but also
contributed new words to the English language. (Size: 340 x
225mm). (#EPL48)
$325

14. GERMAN BIBLE ILLUSTRATIONS. Two hand-colored
woodcut illustrations of the "Adoration of the Magi" and
"Christ’s Crucifixion" From a German Bible, circa 1485.
Exquisite examples of hand-colored prints of the period, these
illustrations would have ornamented the Bible text nicely.
Small wormhole on Christ Child’s halo, otherwise a good pair.
Mounted. (Size: 130 x 60mm, each). (#EPL04)
$500

15. GERMAN INCUNABULA. Single leaf from the "Hortus Sanitatus" or "Garden of Health" Mainz:
Maydenbach, 1491. Text is in chapter of "De Piscibus," with four column miniatures of merman and three mythical
sea creatures. (Size: 300 x 210mm). (#EPL13)
$250

16. GERMAN INCUNABULA. Single leaf from the Epistolae et Evangelia (Plenarium). Cologne: Ludwig von
Rencken, 1489. With hand-colored column miniature of possibly St. Paul’s vision, embracing foot of cross, written
in Low German. (Size: 270 x 195mm). (#EPL10)
$225

17. GERMAN PRAYER BOOK ILLLUSTRATION.
Two half-page woodcut miniatures of the Crucifixion
with Longinus spearing the side of Christ and on verso,
a Roman soldier casting die for Christ’s lot at foot of
cross, from a 15th-century German Prayer Book. .
Incipit, “Das dritt wort sprach er zum sinez liebe mutter
...” Paragraph marks in red, and the blood of Christ’s
body highlighted in red ink. (Size: 265 x 185mm).
(#EPL06)
$450

18. GESSNER, Conrad (1516-1565). 14 printed leaves
from Gessner’s "Historia animalium: Opus Philosophis,
Medicis, Grammaticis, Philologis ..." Frankfurt: Wechel,
1585. or 1604? This Gessner’s famous work on natural
history and species, in Latin. Illustrated with birds
(book 3) and fish (book 4). (Size: 370 x 235mm).
(#EPL49)
$280

19. HANS HOLBEIN (c. 1497-1543)– JOBST DE NECKER (c. 1548). Eight leaves of the "Der Todten Tanz: Dũrch
alle Stände vnd Geschlecht der Menschen ..." [Danse Macabre]. Augsburg?, c. 1550.

Title in architectural woodcut border with woodcut vignette of the passing of time personified. 7 full-page woodcuts
of Erschaffung aller ding (Eve’s Creation), Adam un Eva im Paradens (Fall of Man), Austreibung aus dem Paradens
(Expulsion from Paradise), Adams und Eve Nahrung (Adam and Eve laboring), Ein Schiffman (The Sailor), Ein
Wucherer (The Usurer), and Ein Kauffman (The Merchant). Holbein's Dance of Death marks the first Dance to be
published in book format. Originally published in 1538, these leaves contain the same blocks used in the 1544
edition which were copies after Holbein and made by Jobst de Necker. The book was published in at least three
versions by de Necker and his son published at least two version. This is quite a rare fragment found also in
fragmentary form in the Austrian National Library with the same German captions. (Size: 310 x 200mm).
(#EPL99)
$1,500

20. HARTMAN SCHEDEL (1440-1514) -- ANTON KOBERGER (c. 1440-1513). Four full-page woodcut leaves
from the "Liber chronicarum" (Nuremberg Chronicle). Nuremberg: Anton Koberger, 1493.
Four illustrated leaves, uncolored (one
mounted). 1) One leaf from chapter
“Tercia etas mundi” (fol. XXVII)
depicting in woodcuts the lineage of
Christ (Linea Christi) and the Kings
of Egypt (Reges Egipti) and vignette of
Joseph interpreting dreams before the
Pharaoh. On verso, kings and lineage
continued and a vignette of an
imaginary view of Athens or Minerva.
The earliest obtainable view of this
period. Three leaves from chapter
“Sexta etas mundi” 2) (fol. CV)
depicting authors, Seneca, Lucanus,
Persius, and the martyrdom of Apostle
Philip. On verso, bust portraits of the
Popes Linus, Anacletus, and
Appollinaris and the martyrdom of
Apostle Bartholomew. 3) (fol. CXL)
bust portrait of Euthices hereticus and
right portion of view of Strassburg.
On verso, bust portraits of Popes
Simplicius, Felix, Helasius, Anastasius
and bishops, Mamercus and Remigius.
4) Mounted (fol. CCLIII). Verso only
visible, circumcision of Simon the
Sellig child of Trent. One of the most
anti-semitic illustrations of the entire
book, Simon of Trent was at the
center of a suspicious kidnapping case
where the Jewish community of Trent
was subsequently severely punished.
The woodblock engravers of the
famous ‘Liber chronicarum’ were
Michael Wolgemut, the famed teacher
of Albrecht Dürer, and his stepson
Wilhelm Pleydenwurff. Recent
scholarship has shown that Albrecht
Dürer may also have collaborated on this work given his associations, and since some of the cuts bear a remarkably
close resemblance to the Apocalypse illustrations. The printing was carried out under the supervision of the great
scholar-printer Anton Koberger, whose press was famous throughout Europe. While it is purported that these leaves
are all from the same editions they may have come from different disbound copies. Still, an opportunity to own the
illustrated pages of this most famous world chronicle. (Size: 18 x 13 in.) (#EPL102)
$1,200

21. HARTMAN SCHEDEL (1440-1514) -- ANTON
KOBERGER (c. 1440-1513). Fourteen woodcut vignettes
of fantastic creatues a marginal excision of Schedel’s
famous World Map in the Nuremberg Chronicle.
Nuremberg: Anton Koberger, 1493.
Numbered in ink 8-21 on recto and verso. Rodney Shirley
described the figures thus: “Among the scenes are a sixarmed man, possibly based on a file of Hindu dancers so
aligned that the front figure appears to have multiple
arms; a six-fingered man, a centaur, a four-eyed man from
a coastal tribe in Ethiopia; a dog-headed man from the
Simien Mountains, a cyclops, one of those men whose
heads grow beneath their shoulders, one of the crooklegged men who live in the desert and slide along instead
of walking; a strange hermaphrodite, a man with one
giant foot only (stated by Solinus to be used as a parasol
but more likely an unfortunate sufferer from elephantisis),
a man with a huge underlip (doubtless seen in Africa), a
man with waist-length hanging ears, and other frightening
and fanciful creatures of a world beyond.” (Shirley,
Rodney W. The Mapping Of The World Early Printed
World Maps 1472-1700, London: Holland Press
Cartographica, 1983.). Fantastic and strange illustrated
specimen culled from a world-famous chronicle map.
(Size: 16 x 4.25 in.) (#EPL103)
$200

22. HUGO DE SANCTO CARO (d. 1263) -ANTON KOBERGER (c. 1440-1513). Four
incunabula leaves (XV, LV, LVI, LX) from the
from the "Postilla Super Psalterium"
Nuremberg: Anton Koberger, 1498. [31
January 1498]. The "Postilla" was the
commentary on the Psalms written by
Cardinal Hugh, of Saint-Cher (c. 1200-1263)
also known as Hugo de Sancto Caro. Double
column of 72 lines. Printed marginalia.
Beautiful large format by the Koberger press,
only slight marginal toning or stains in upper
right margin. (Size: 320 x 220mm). (#EPL74)
$375

23. INCUNABLE BIBLE LEAF. Single
incunable leaf from Clementine Vulgate
(Latin Bible) with commentary of
Nicholas of Lyra. Text is epistle of Jerome,
"Incipit epistola beati hiero[nymi] ad
Damasu[m] papa in quatuor evangelistas"
and Prologue to the Gospel of Matthew.
One seven-line initial ‘B’ of Beatissio
hand-colored in red and blue and
enhanced with gold ivy leaf pattern. (Size:
260 x 190mm). (1) (#EPL30)
$250

24. JACOBUS DE VORAGINE (1230-1298). SIngle
incunable leaf from a Dutch "Golden Legend" Leaf
CCXXVII. Double column, 43 lines, paragraphs
marks in red. (Size: 255 x 190mm). (#EPL90)
$275

25. JACOBUS DE VORAGINE (1230-1298).
Single incunable leaf with woodblock column
miniature of the Martyrdom of Saints Felix
and Regula. . Verso with column miniature of
Life of St. Saviano, from a 15th-century
"Golden Legend." (Size: 280 x 190mm).
(#EPL08)
$375

26. JOST AMMAN (1539-1591). Woodcut illustration of Jost Amman’s "Kriegsbuch" by Frundsberger. Frankfurt,
1565. Partly tinted woodcut, possibly in a contemporary hand, depicting pairs of confronting soldiers in a
militaristic woodcut frame of arms and armor and two flanking figures. Mounted. (Size: 145 x 145mm). (#EPL03)
$150

27. JOST AMMAN (1539-1591). Single leaf with woodcut illustration of unicorn captioned, “Bon ein andern
Einhorn” from Ein Neu Theirbuch or “A New Book of Animals” Frankfurt: Hieronimous Feyerabend, 1569.
Published in 1569 or 1574. Mounted. (Size: 165 x115mm). (#EPL02)
$125

28. JUSTINIAN I (482-565 AD) -- ANTON
KOBERGER (c. 1440-1513) (?). Two glossed
incunable leaves of the "Codex Justinianus" or
"Corpus Juris Civilis" Nuremberg: Anton
Koberger, 1488. One leaf, of Liber Tertius,
“Ubi cause fiscales vel divinae domus
hominumque eius agantur.” The other, of
Liber Quintus, “De incestis et inutilibus
nuptiis.” Major initials by hand in alternating
red and blue ink, rubrics and paragraph marks
in red. These pages settling issues of divinity,
incest, and “useless” marriages. Justinian
Codes were much appreciated in medieval
society. (Size: 435 x 300mm). (#EPL106)
$400

29. LA FONTAINE, Jean (1621-1695). Six printed leaves of Jean La Fontaine, "Fables, English and French"
London: J. Murray, 1820. Text in French and English on opposite pages. Six half page engraved illustrations for
Fable I: The Cat and the Cock; II: The Ass, Ape and the Mole; IV: The Rats; V: The Two Dogs; XII: The Ape and
the Dolphin, and XVII: The Old Man and Death. (Size: 190 x 125mm). (#EPL45)
$120

30. MAGNUSON, Olaus
(1490-1557). Four printed leaves from
Olaus Magnuson, "Historia de
Gentibus Septentrionalibus" Rome,
1555. A monumental work, this was
Magnuson’s description of the
Northern peoples. Five chapter head
woodcut vignettes for XIX, VI, VIII,
IX, and XIIII, of various battle scenes
on horseback, land and sea, and seven
historiated initials. Text in Latin.
(Size: 265 x 200mm). (#EPL39)
$120

31. MAXIMILIAN I (1459-1519).
Two large folio leaves from the
"Theurdank," with half page woodcut
illustration of Triumphal Entry into
town gate. Nuremberg, 1517.
Woodcut at beginning of chapter 12
in Emperor Maximilian's epic
"Theurdank" or “The media of his
day.” Also includes the opening
image from chapter 43. Printed in
attractive Old German script. The
illustrations in the "Theurdank" were
produced by a team of artists:
Leonard Beck, student of Dürer:
Hans Schaüfelein, and Hans
Burgkmair - a reputable Augsburg
artist who was also involved in
Maximilian's "Genealogie." The
drawings they produced were then cut
by Jost Dienecker of Antwerp. The
finished romance tale was a
masterpiece of the German
Renaissance. (Size: 360 x 255mm).
(#EPL19)
$350

32. RIPA, Cesare (c. 1560-1622). Seven printed leaves of Cesare Ripa, "Iconologia" Venice: Pezzana, 1669. First
published in Rome in 1593. 11 one quarter page woodcut column miniatures of personifications of artistic pursuits
and virtues and vices, Music (Diletto), Dignity (Dignita), Fright (Spavento), Substance (Sostanza), Truth (Verita),
Desire for God (Desiderio verso Iddio), Despair (Detrattione), Virtue (Virtu) and Heroic Virtue (Virtu Heroica),
and Personifications of Horography and Planemetria. Foundational work for the study of iconography. (Size: 220 x
160mm). (#EPL44)
$150

33. SENECA (4 BC - 65 AD). Composed pair of incunable leaves with two decorated initials in gold of Seneca's
"Epistles" Germany?, late-15th century?. Verso with text only. An earlier own fastened the folia in this manner.
Lovely foliate extenders on each with burnished gold bezants and extra infilling. Paragraph marks in red. Text in
Latin. Part of Seneca’s moral and philosophical essays
(or Dialogues), 124 epistles in total here are partially
numbers 68 and 97. Attractive arrangement and
coloration, uniquely compiled. A very good incunable
specimen with decorated initials. (Size: 330 x 420mm,
total). (#EPL101)
$300
34. THEVET, André (1516-1590). Twenty leaves from
André Thevet, "Portraits et vies des hommes illustres"
Paris, 1584. First Edition. Each with half page copper
engraved portrait, including: 1. Propser, Bishop of
Reggio; 2. Alcuin of York, Scholar to Charlemagne’s
Court; 3. Theophrastus; 4. Enguerrand de Marigny,
chamberlain (d.1315); 5. Saint Louis, King of France;
6. Tertullian; 7. Sheriff of Fez and Morrocco; 8. NacolAbsou, King of Portugal; 9. Sultan Mustafa; 10.
Paracoussi; 11. Hismael, King of Persia; 12. Theodorus
Gaza; 13. Gregory Nazianzus; 14. Virgil; 15. John Duns
Scotus; 16. Count Timoleon de Cosse; 17. Sebastian I,
King of Portugal; 18. Marquis Alphonse d’Avalon; 19.
Charles Tiercelin; 20. Charles V, Holy Roman
Emperor. Text in French. Thevet was a Franciscan
priest, explorer, and historiographer who published
this lives of illustrious men in 8 volumes in 1584. (Size:
380 x 250mm). (#EPL47)
$300

35. TORTELLI, Giovanni (c.1400-1466). 88 leaves of
Tortelli's "Vocabularius optimus Gemma Vocabulorum
merito dictus quia duobus milibus optimor vocabulorum
maior et priori gemmula et multo. correctio" Deventer
(the Netherlands): Impressa Dauetrie per me Richardum
Pafrat, 1495. Tortelli was an important Renaissance
humanist for is largely responsible for forming the
collections of the Vatican Library. This was his famous
metrical Latin glossary transcribed in the fourteenth
century. 39 lines, few leaves with red paragraph
markings. (Size: 200 x 140mm). (#EPL61)
$425

36. VENETIAN INCUNABULA BIBLE LEAVES.
Twenty five incunable leaves of a 15th-century
Venetian Bible. Venice: Reynsburch, 1478. Consisting
of pages from Old and New Testament books of
Maccabees I, Jeremiah, Leviticus, Matthew, Numbers,
Chronicles II, Luke, Isaiah, Joshua, Kings I, Kings II,
Luke, Judges, John, Mark, Ezra. (Size: 330 x 210mm).
(#EPL83)
$375

37. VIRGIL (70-19 BC) -- BRANDT, Sebastian
(1457-1521). Four leaves from the 1502 Gruninger
edition of Virgil's "Aeneid" Strasbourg: Sebastian
Brandt, 1502. Glossed and rubricated text edited by
Sebastian Brandt. Rare post-incunabula leaves 1)
CCXXV (Liber Quartus); 2) CCLXXVI (Liber Sextus);
3) CCLXXXI (Liber Sextus); and 4) CCCXXIII (Liber
Octavus). The Quartus leaf annotated in Latin in a
contemporary hand in red ink. (Size: 310 x 215mm).
(#EPL91)
$225

This is a short list of highlights from a larger collection of incunable and early printed leaves.
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